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Introduction
A key component of any reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm is the underlying representation used by the agent for learning (e.g. the parameterization of its function approximator). Transfer learning tasks typically look at speeding up a target task after learning in a source task. This paper considers a different, but related, question: is it possible, and desirable, for agents to transfer from a source representation to a target representation? Elaboration, presented below, is a representation transfer (RT) algorithm that may allow an agent to learn faster than learning with a single representation.

One motivation for such flexibility is learning speed: changing representations partway through learning may allow agents to achieve better performance in less time. SOAR (Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom 1987) can use multiple descriptions of planning problems and search problems, generated by a human user, for just this reason. Other work (Sherstov & Stone 2005) suggests that gradually reducing the generalization of a function approximator may improve the speed of learning. In this paper we suggest that it is advantageous to modify the internal representation while learning in some RL tasks, relative to using a fixed representation, so that higher performance is achieved more quickly.

Elaboration
Elaboration is a type of representation transfer where the function approximator (FA) is changed to allow for more representational power over time. Consider the decision of whether to represent state variables conjunctively or independently. A linear interpolation of different state variables may be faster to learn, but a conjunctive representation has more descriptive power. Using Elaboration, the agent can learn with a simple representation initially and then switch to a more complex representation later. Thus the agent can reap the benefits of fast initial training without suffering from decreased asymptotic performance.

Algorithm 1 describes the process for transferring between value function representations with different parameterizations of state variables, e.g. FAs with different dimensionalities. The weights (parameters) of a learned FA are used as needed when the agent learns a target value function representation. If the target representation must calculate \( Q(s, a) \) using a weight which is set to the default value rather than a learned one, the agent uses the source representation to set the weight. Using this process, a single weight from the source representation can be used to set multiple weights in the target representation.

\[ \text{Algorithm 1 Elaboration} \]

1: while Source task performance or time threshold not reached do
2: Source task agent trains on task with \( FA_S \)
3: while Target task agent trains on a task with \( FA_T \) do
4: if \( Q(s, a) \) needs to use at least one uninitialized weight in \( FA_T \) then
5: Find the set of weights \( W \) that would be used to calculate \( Q(s, a) \) with \( FA_S \)
6: Set any remaining uninitialized weight(s) in \( FA_T \) needed to calculate \( Q(s, a) \) to the average of the weights in \( W \)

XOR Keepaway
To test the efficacy of RT we consider the RoboCup simulated soccer Keepaway domain. We use a setup similar to past research (Stone, Sutton, & Kuhlmann 2005) and agents based on version 0.6 of the benchmark players distributed by UT-Austin (Stone et al. 2006). In 3 vs. 2 Keepaway, three keepers attempt to capture the ball or kick it out of bounds. The keeper’s world state is defined by 13 variables Takers, and keepers that do not possess the ball, follow static hand-coded policies.

A keeper possessing the ball in the standard 3 vs. 2 Keepaway task may choose to either hold the ball or pass it to a teammate: \( A = \{ \text{hold, passToTeammate1, passToTeammate2} \} \). In XOR Keepaway, the 3 vs. 2 Keepaway task is modified\(^1\) so that the effect of agents’ actions are changed. We define good pass, which executes the pass action and additionally disables the takers for 2 seconds. Bad pass causes the keeper’s pass to travel directly to the closest taker. These effects are triggered based on the agent’s chosen pass action and 4 state variables; keepers must learn a policy that considers these four state variables conjunctively in order to avoid the bad pass action. Thus an agent’s representation must be capable of learning an “exclusive or” to achieve top performance. A linear (non-conjunctive) representation can learn quickly but is eventually outperformed by a more complex representation.

\(^1\)In informal experiments, Elaboration did not improve performance on 3 vs. 2 Keepaway, likely because the simple task can be learned well when all state variables are considered independently (Stone, Sutton, & Kuhlmann 2005).
The XOR Keepaway Task is learned using Sarsa (Rummery & Niranjan 1994; Singh & Sutton 1996), a well understood TD method that estimates the action-value function to predict the long-term expected return of taking a particular action in a particular state. We rely on CMACs (Albus 1981), a tile-coding function approximator that allows us to discretize a continuous state space by using tilings while maintaining the capability to generalize via multiple overlapping tilings. The number of tiles and width of the tilings define our representation parameterization and are hardcoded, dictating which state values will activate which tiles. The function approximation is learned by changing how much each tile contributes to the output of the function approximator. By default, all the CMAC’s weights are initialized to zero. There can either be a separate CMAC for each state feature so that each is independent, or the CMACs can tile multiple state features together conjunctively.

**Results**

To master the XOR Keepaway task we use Sarsa to learn with CMAC FAs, with both independently and conjunctively tiled parameterizations. The independently tiled players use 13 separate CMACs, one for each state feature. The conjunctively tiled players use 10 separate CMACs, 9 of which independently tile state features and the last conjunctively tiles the 4 remaining state variables. We train the independently tiled players for 20 hours and then save the weights in their CMAC FAs. To get a small performance improvement, we set all zero weights to the average weight value, a method previously shown to improve CMAC performance (Taylor, Stone, & Liu 2005). We then train conjunctively tiled CMAC players, using the previously learned weights as needed as per Algorithm 1.

Agents learn best when the four relevant state features are conjunctively tiled: Figure 1 shows that players learning with conjunctive FAs outperform the players using independently tiled FAs. However, initially, agents using independently tiled state features are able to learn faster. Agents trained with independent CMACs for 20 hours can then transfer to a conjunctive representation via Algorithm 1, significantly outperforming players that only use the independent representation. A series of Student’s t-tests confirm that Elaboration outperforms the conjunctively tiled players initially and then, after 55 hours of total training time, the conjunctively tiled players perform comparably. A series of Student’s t-tests also show that the Elaboration trials outperform the individually tiled players after 40 hours of total training time. Thus, in the XOR Keepaway task, using Elaboration to transfer knowledge between two different representations outperforms using either representation alone for the the equivalent amount of time and allows the agents to achieve higher performance faster.

**Related and Future Work**

The idea of using multiple representations to solve a problem is not new. For instance, SOAR (Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom 1987) uses multiple descriptions of planning problems to help with search and learning. Sherstov and Stone (2005) show that a tile coding may be changed gradually over time by adding tilings so that an agent may learn faster. Our work, rather than gradually changing a FA over time, aims to transfer a batch of knowledge from one FA to another.

One immediate goal is to demonstrate that RT algorithms may transfer between different FAs, such as from a CMAC to a neural network, rather than just different parameterizations of a single FA. In the future we would plan to test RT in more domains and with more representations. We would also like to discover ways of determining both what representation an agent should transfer to and when training is sufficient in the source representation to provide maximum benefit.
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